
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

לעשות אותם ימי משתה ושמחה ומשלוח מנות איש לרעהו 
נות לאביונים )ט:כב(ומת  

They were to observe them as days of feasting and 
gladness, and for sending delicacies one to another, 

and gifts to the poor. (9:22) 
HaGaon Rebbe Elisha Galiko, zt”l, a student of Maran, 

the Bais Yosef, zt”l, wrote that this is why Mordechai 
wanted to emphasize the miracle by sending delicacies 
one to another and gifts to the poor, to underscore the 
validity of the miracle occurring out of the ordinary. The 
decree had already been decreed and sealed, the scrolls 
were sent out, and behold, the bowl was turned upside 
down and the Nation of Israel is alive and well. Mordechai 
taught that on this day everyone should send delicacies 
and gifts one to another, however has it not been stated 
(Mishlei 15:27) שונא מתנות יחיה – ‘one who hates gifts 
will live’, and one who receives gifts, his days will be 
shortened (Megillah 28a)? However, the power of the 
miracle of Purim and its emphasis is very great, to the 
extent that on this day gifts are not harmful!  

(Mayan HaMoed) 

 

Haman was a descendant of Amaleik, and there is 

an obligation to destroy any vestige of Amaleik.       

Rav Yaakov Moshe Kulefsky, Rosh Yeshivah of Ner 

Yisrael, Baltimore, commented that this responsibility 

to destroy them is not limited specifically to the 

members of Amaleik, but it includes their values as 

well. One way in which everyone can accomplish this 

feat is through Torah study. Amaleik’s ideology was 

that Hashem has no place in the world, Chas V’Shalom. 

By causing us to be separated from Torah study, we 

become susceptible to question Hashem without being 

able to get answers. Therefore, Torah study combats 

this as it brings us closer to Hashem and we see Him 

more clearly in our lives, and by studying more Torah 

we can fulfill the dictum to remove traces of Amaleik! 
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 Megillah Treasures 
Chazal teach us that some descendants of Haman actually studied Torah 

in Bnei Brak. However, this seems like a fairly inconsistent reward. What 

merit did the wicked Haman have that allowed him to have such Nachas, 

spiritual pleasure? Rav Yitzchak Zilberstein, Shlit”a, cites the Dubno 

Maggid, zt”l, who gives a Mashal that explains this reward. The prince of a 

region was eating, when suddenly a sharp bone became stuck in his throat. A 

robber who had intended to kidnap the prince and later kill him after 

collecting a large ransom, unknowingly grabbed hold of the prince as he was 

choking. This caused the bone that was lodged in the prince’s throat to 

become loose. Although it was inadvertent, the robber had saved the prince’s 

life. Since there was much attention on the prince as he was choking, the 

officers saw that there was an attempted kidnapping, and they were able to 

quickly apprehend the villain. The king now had to decide on the fate of this 

man. On the one hand, he had tried to kidnap and kill the prince. On the 

other hand, he had just saved his life. Therefore, the king decided to punish 

the robber for his intended actions, and to reward this man’s children for the 

positive outcome. Rav Zilberstein applies this to Haman. Haman’s intentions 

were certainly evil, as he had tried to destroy the entire Jewish nation. His 

actions, however, had caused them to do Teshuvah, and return to Hashem. 

Therefore, for what he tried to do, he was punished for, but his descendants 

were able to be rewarded due to the positive reaction that he had brought 

about, even though it was entirely inadvertent! 

 

      Besamei HaTorah 
                            …Beneath the Surface 

 
 

 
 
 

      R’ Shmuel Winzelberg 

 Purim Treasures 
The Gemara (Pesachim 68b) says that every Yom Tov has an aspect of 

“Chatzi LaHashem V’Chati Lachem”, half for Hashem and half for us. This 

means that we celebrate in two parts— one part we devote to Ruchniyus, like 

Davening and learning Torah, and the other part is more earthly, like 

through eating. The question is asked, what about on Yom Kippur, where the 

entire day is spent Davening and fasting? Where is the earthly 

component? The Vilna Gaon answers that the earthly part of Yom Kippur is 

Purim, as Purim completes Yom Kippur. Moreover Chazal teach that Purim 

is the holier half, because Yom Kippur is called ‘Yom K’Purim’, meaning 

that it is a day where the Kedushah only approaches the incredible Kedushah 

of Purim. Rav Shimshon Pincus writes that some Meforshim explain the 

connection between Yom Kippur and Purim because Chazal direct us to be 

very giving with Tzedakah on Purim, and whoever extends a hand to us for 

Tzedakah, we should give to them, and just as we do this on Purim, Hashem 

gives us what we ask for when we extend our hands out to Him on Yom 

Kippur. Purim is also a day where Hashem gives Brachos to us and gives us 

what we ask Him for, and Purim can be even more effective for this than 

Yom Kippur is, when we need to fast all day and Daven.  Rav Shimshon 

additionally teaches that there are three days of celebration of Matan Torah 

during the year. On Shavuos where we celebrate the giving of the first 

Luchos, on Yom Kippur we received the second Luchos, and on Purim we 

accepted the Torah on our own, without being forced to do so. This was the 

most joyous Kabalas HaTorah, because it comes from the realization that 

the Torah is best for both our earthly and heavenly pursuits, and this is why 

when we celebrate this Kabalas HaTorah on Purim, we celebrate in a most 

earthly way! 

 



  
 

 

 L’Maaseh 
A Tale to Remember 

 

One Purim, one of the students in the 

Yeshivah of the Chofetz Chaim, was enjoying 

the Purim Seudah, and he approached the 

Chofetz Chaim with a request. He asked if 

the Chofetz Chaim could promise him that he 

could sit near the Chofetz Chaim in Gan 

Eden after 120 years. The Chofetz Chaim 

tried to avoid answering the question, but the 

boy was insistent, and he would not budge 

until his request was granted. The Chofetz 

Chaim finally relented, and said to the young 

man, “I can guarantee that you will sit near 

me if you could make a promise to me.” The 

young man said he would promise anything, 

as long as he could be near his Rebbe in 

Olam Haba. The Chofetz Chaim said, “If you 

assure me that you will guard your tongue 

from ever speaking Lashon Hara for the rest 

of your life, I will guarantee you a place near 

me in the World to Come.” When he heard 

this, the boy became very serious. He said, 

“Rebbe, that is an impossible thing to do. 

How can I make such a promise to never 

speak Lashon Hara?” When the Chofetz 

Chaim saw that his student was hesitant to 

make such a commitment he said, “My son, I 

am truly sorry for you. I was prepared to 

grant your request if only you could make 

this promise to me. What a wasted 

opportunity.” Rav Shimshon Pincus 

commented on this story and said, “Can you 

imagine what the Chofetz Chaim was 

teaching here? In order to reach a lofty Olam 

Haba, one didn’t have to write a Mishnah 

Brurah like the Chofetz Chaim did, or any 

other Sefer of the Chofetz Chaim, and one 

doesn’t even have to be a Rosh Yeshivah or a 

Gadol Ha’dor like the Chofetz Chaim was. 

The Chofetz Chaim revealed that in order for 

one to get the same Olam Haba as him was 

to make a sincere commitment to never 

speak Lashon Hara!” Rav Pincus adds that 

what scared the boy off was a fear that he 

wouldn’t be able to speak ever again. He 

didn’t know it was possible to live a life like 

that, and that caused him to turn down the 

Chofetz Chaim’s request. However, we learn 

from this that it is quite possible to overcome 

the challenge of speaking Lashon Hara, and 

even earn tremendous S’char in Olam Haba, 

to possibly enjoy being in the company of 

the Chofetz Chaim! 
 

 

 

 Pearls of Wisdom  …A Word for the Ages בס"ד
When Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach became Bar Mitzvah, he learned how 

to read the Megillah so that he would be able to read it for his mother, who 

was hearing impaired. On Purim his mother would remove her hearing aid 

for the Megillah reading, so she would only hear an actual voice saying the 

Laining, and Rav Shlomo Zalman would read the Megillah very loudly with 

all his energy, very close to her ear, so that she could hear him and be Yotzei 

the Mitzvah. Rav Shlomo Zalman did this for many decades. After many 

years, one of Rav Shlomo Zalman’s children mentioned to him that he 

doesn’t think his mother can really hear all the words despite his best efforts. 

Rav Shlomo Zalman answered him, “You should know that I never imagined 

that she hears the Megillah according to Halachah. Regardless, I continue to 

do this for my mother only to make her feel good and to honor her, because 

she is so happy that her son reads the Megillah to her in this way!” 

 (Halichos Shlomo, Orchos Halachah 2:29:1) 
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 Purim Treasures 
There is a custom to dress up in costumes on Purim. One of the first to 

mention this Minhag is Rav Yehudah Mintz (Teshuvos 17), who says that there 

is no Issur involved in dressing up on Purim, since the reason is for Simchah 

and not to violate the Torah, Chas V’Shalom. The Rama quotes this P’sak in 

Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 696:8). The Apter Rebbe, known as the Ohaiv 

Yisroel, writes (Shemos, Parashas Zachor) that one of the reasons we dress up 

on Purim is to show that the miracle of Purim came from something that 

actually would have caused us much pain and grief. The Apter Rebbe says that 

we have great joy from knowing that the opposite result might have happened 

to us, and this is symbolized by wearing a costume. It is a Minhag that brings 

us closer to the true D’veikus B’Hashem, attachment to Hashem, and to 

Simchah, and that is the essence of what Purim is all about. Rav Yitzchok 

Weiss, zt”l, explains (Siach Yitzchok, 380) that the origin of the custom to 

dress up in masks is to display the fact that when Haman went to 

Achashveirosh to get permission to destroy Klal Yisroel, he hid his hate for the 

Jewish people. Hashem responded Midah K’neged Midah, measure for 

measure, by sending Eliyahu HaNavi disguised as Charvonah. Eliyahu too was 

hiding his real intentions, which was to defend the Jewish people. The idea of 

hiding is symbolized with wearing a mask, and is a central theme of Purim. 

Additionally, the Bnei Yissaschar (Adar 9:1) cites a Maharam Chagiz who 

quotes the Gemara (Megillah 12a), which says that the Jewish people only did 

things ‘Lifnim’, hidden, therefore Hashem also only did things in a hidden way 

as well. 
 

Pearls of Wisdom  …A Word for the Ages 
 

Rav Yisroel Salanter, zt”l, would often say about Purim,  

“A person who truly knows what he is doing,  

can accomplish more through his Purim Seudah  

than during Neilah on Yom Kippur!” 
 


